
3/15/23, 7:50 AM Electronic Record and Signature Disclosure 

CHASEO JJ�Morgan 

ELECTRONIC RECORD AND SIGNATURE DISCLOSURE 

This Electronic Record and Signature Disclosure ("Terms") sets forth the terms and conditions upon which 
JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA or its affiliates ("JPMorgan") will accept a document signed by an authorized 
person ("Authorized Signer") of a customer ("Customer") of JPMorgan, using an electronic signature ("E
Signed Document"). Neither Customer nor JPMorgan are obligated to use or accept electronic signatures. 
The Customer may request that a document presented to it through a Platform be provided for manual 
signature. JPMorgan may require that the Customer provide a document or instruction manually signed by an 
Authorized Signer along with evidence of the Authorized Signer's authority to execute such document or 
instruction. 

1. Eligible Platforms.
JPMorgan only accepts E-Signed Documents signed through e-signature platforms ( each, a "Platform")
acceptable to JPMorgan on the terms set forth herein. A list of Platforms is available from JPMorgan upon
request .. JPMorgan may accept E-Signed Documents signed through a Platform in instances where the
signing event was initiated by JPMorgan or internally by the Customer. E-Signed Documents signed through
a Platform must include a signature panel or other indicator evidencing that the document has not been
modified since the signature was applied and a certificate of completion or audit trail providing details about
each signer on the document, which must include, at a minimum, the signer's email address and timestamp
("Completion Document").

2. Configuration of Platforms.
The Customer is responsible for its own use and configuration of each Platform. Security features (including,
without limitation, encrypted messages, additional authentication requirements or features designed to
prevent a document from being reassigned to another individual for signature) are included on the Platform
for the benefit of the Customer (including, without limitation, to mitigate against fraud). By choosing not to
use (or, in the case of encryption, not having the capability to use) any one or more security features, the
Customer accepts the risks associated with not using such security measures. JPMorgan is not liable for any
loss suffered by the Customer as a result of the Customer not using such security measures. The designated
recipient of an email received from a Platform may not forward such email to another person for e-signature.
If a document is misdirected, the recipient should contact JPMorgan or use functionality within the Platform
to reassign the document to an Authorized Signer. The representations and warranties given by the Customer
in these Terms will in no way be affected by a Customer's choice not to use a security feature.

3. Authority Documents; Personal Data.
The Customer has separately provided JPMorgan with documentation (i) showing or certifying the authority
of its Authorized Signers to sign documents on behalf of the Customer and (ii) containing the correct name,
business email address, and telephone numbers ("Personal Data") for each Authorized Signer ("Authority
Documents"). The Customer represents and warrants that the information contained in the Authority
Documents is accurate and complete, and that the Customer will promptly notify JPMorgan if there are any
changes to the Authority Documents, including if an Authorized Signer's authority is modified or revoked.
JPMorgan is authorized to rely on the information set forth in the Authority Documents until it receives and
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EXHIBIT IV 






